While Cars Speed By! Water Show
In Editorial
Committee Move Date

Many students are wondering why Student Council does not attempt to enforce action in support of traffic regulations in East Lansing. Students realize that as a growing body it is within the power to ascertain what action is possible. One person has begun to remark, "Student council attempts to work out plans regarding traffic rules and the traffic situation for Grand River is of much importance!" If Student council decides to act upon the proposal, state police, high-speeds and several members of the council should be consulted as to what has been planned in East Lansing—anyhow. It seems that last form of traffic severity was taken by the police department in order to make traffic conditions improve in the way to be conducted. Mr. D. Vontora, head traffic commissioner, has had about it.

This city is mapped upon U.S. 12, the busiest highway in the state, and it has but one life of tight and only three signs indicating good redaction.

Parking, including curb, students, are often put in serious danger of their lives where crossing the street, for East Lansing has been fortunate in having many people that do not make the cross the street and a series of accidents may result.

Traffic laws at W.E. Bailey, Harrison road, at the intersection of the sidewalk plus more signs near streets of the limitation of speed are needed to prevent a Flores of students. With the equipment East Lansing police will put forth traffic regulations.

City at the county with the population of East Lansing have better facilities to control traffic movements of student council and the council in small measure of action in to be taken upon this campus.

Somewhat drive must be launched in protection of individuals and students.

The take of safety, but some turns tough of an

State Geologist Tells Group That Knowledge Counts

An interesting fact which would seem to bear out the fact that college grades average high in the class, since 1925 and state graduates since 1909 received the highest honor in the class in the second high school graduating between second and third in the class.

State Leader Talks to YM

Senior Ballot

Extension Men Hillard To Offer Hebrew Class

YMCA Commander To Meet Here

Ag Economics Club

Lutheranites Plan Skating Party
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Campus Events

Round Up... Feb.

Engine Ball Buoys

Will Go on Sale

Greely Autograph Question Again Bothers Librarians

Center of interest... Feb.
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Can Spring Term Formulas Succeed?

The West Virginia University Spring Session Formulas are intended to be used by the students as a guide in planning their courses for the spring term. The following formulas are for four specific classes: Accounting, Business Administration, Economics, and Engineering.

### Meandering with Jerry Dowar

**The Modern Greeks**

By Charlotte

**In the Red**

With apologies to the Red Cross, we give you the finals. Not that one girl at Mary Lytle's Christmas dance was the exception, but the redheads in her ball were the ones who were the exception. To redeem it, this outfit has thirty, not fifteen. Grabbing the front and tied up in the center, red did not look too bad. A red tartan-trimmed one is pretty. Blend Sheen's Performance in the center, definitely eye-catching in Betty's makeup, is red and rollier term.

**Not Guilty?**

Betty and Hughes

**Student Union Sets Up Policies**

**Ann Foster**

**CLASSIFIED**

**Lansing Colorplate Company**

Manufacturers of Printing Plates

317 N. LARCH STREET

PHONE 27022

Sandy's Grill

Spécializing in Fine

SUNDAY DINNERS

EVENING LUNCHES

### College Styles, Drama Draw Interest of Mrs. Blair

In Magnets
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British War Ministry Shakeup

New War Appointee
Center of Protest;
Rumania Defiant

From Foreign Shores —

Gerard Leseur, French-British, British secretary of state for the last week, has been posted to the Foreign Office. This moves to Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain as a complete surprise to the nation and was made for a secretariat, but a mark of the War Ministry of Great Britain, which is under the control of the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Tops Week’s News

Dining Hall

Faculty Bowlers
To Open Season
This Afternoon.

Talk of the Town

By Pearl Week

Mrs. M. in Tuesday, Mrs. M., owner, will take over the responsibility of arrangements for the annual Pink Ball. The affair will be held January 28 at the Old Stone under the chairman, Mrs. M. and Mrs. M.

Engineers Hear
Local Architect

If It’s Flowers.
See Jewett’s

DRUMS
ALONG THE
MOHAWK

If It’s Flowers.
See Jewett’s
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See Jewett’s
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This Woman’s World
Through Gilded Eyes

This Woman’s World
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Old Timer Makes Campus Visit

By Jerry Docey

WAA Sportlights

Home Ec Huddles

Girl Reserves—Plan Party
Tonight

50,000 CUSTOMERS
for a
Wide-Awake Merchant

“Weaver for 2000 years,”

It seems like a big order, but during the week beginning January 29, there will be 5000 people to be served.

Fifty thousand people will be buying their books, writing notes, and taking part in the many other “Weeds” of Farmers’ Week.

Strangely, they will not be familiar with local shopping facilities. They must know where to go.

The first place in which they will refer is the local newspaper.

The Michigan State News
Will Be Their Guide

A special Farmers’ Week issue, starting the first morning, these visitors are on the campus, and available from campus stands, will provide them with news and programs of events of Farmers’ Week.

The wise merchant will use the State News to tell these guests about his stores. He will reach those people the first day, and enable to reach them throughout Farmers’ Week, while they may the prices of their customers.
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Old Timer Makes Campus Visit

By Jerry Docey

WAA Sportlights

Home Ec Huddles

Girl Reserves—Plan Party
Tonight
Hilltop Five Boasts Enviable Record In East Lansing Invasion

Hilltop Threats to Spartan Sting

The perfect home record of Michigan State basketball is still intact today. Thanks to the men of '31 and their coaching Staff, the Buckeyes were no match for the defending Big Ten champion. Hilltop fansxford all over the state were jubilant.

The Buckeyes came into their last Big Ten clash with Michigan State in a plight that would have discouraged the most optimistic of Hilltop fans. Their hopes of a League crown disappeared when they were cut down to size by the Buckeyes, 74-50, in Columbus.

In fact, the Buckeyes were in a race for third place with the Wolverines and the Spartans, both of whom had won their last game. The Buckeyes needed a victory to move up to the third position, but they were only able to maintain their third place position.

Frosh Quintet

The Hilltop threat to the Spartans was under-estimated by the Buckeyes. Hilltop's frosh quintet of Steve, Bill, and Mike were the key to the victory. Steve Hill, a sophomore, scored 12 points and led the team in scoring.

Carry-17-12 Margin In Series

A feat which Hilltops had accomplished back in 1931 will be repeated this year. The Hilltopers scored 12 points in the first half of the game, and held the Buckeyes to 17. Their margin of victory was 22 points.

Indoor Workouts Underway For Moundsmen

Additional work is being done on the Hilltop greens to prepare for the spring season. The Moundsmen's heads are up and they are ready to face the new season with enthusiasm.

Tank Prospects Brighten In Daily Workouts

By Bob Hatton

Tank prospects which hit the bottom of the reservoir are on the rebound to the surface. Bowling Tank brought back two valuable swimmers, and the Tortoises are on the rise.

Fencers Seek Revenge For 1939 Loss

Michigan State's fencing team is working hard to even the score with Eastern Michigan. The Spartans are due to meet the Yellowjackets in the next few weeks.

Ex-Spartan Hero Returns In Role of Opponent

It is always interesting to watch what happens when an ex-spartan comes back to face his former team. Hilltop's former hero, Bill Hill, came back to face his old team, and did not disappoint.

Mason II Wins In Dramatic Opener

The opening game of the season was a thrilling one. Mason II was up against a strong oppponent, but managed to come out on top with a score of 8-7.

Are You "Choosy"?

ABOUT SPENDING YOUR $125.00

This term you have $125 to spend on merchandise, food, and services. If you doubt us, just keep track of your expenses in these lines for a term.

Of course you plan to spend it where it will bring the most in quality, style, or service. That is intelligent management.

The Michigan State News advertisers are equipped to offer you the merchandise and services you demand. They are willing to spend money in order to reach you with their selling messages. They have provided themselves with the type of merchandise you like. They want your business. They are trying not to lose it by keeping the things you want and telling you about them in our advertisements.

Let the State News help you find these men. Your $125 will bring more satisfaction, quality, and service than ever before.